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APPENDIX 36 
TO “SWIMMING CARNIVALS” 
 
WARM UP/COOL DOWN POOL SUPERVISOR 
 
The role of the warm up/cool down pool supervisor is to manage the movement, activity, and safety of athletes 
at the warm up/cool down pool location and ensure that each school is supervising their own students in the 
pool.  
 
The warm up/cool down pool supervisor is to ensure that; 

• Competitors remain in their allocated warm up/cool down lane throughout the carnival and do not 
encroach upon areas reserved for other competing schools and general public use. 

• Each school has a responsible adult supervising any students that they have in the warm up/cool down 
pool. 

• Any students who are in the warm up/cool down pool without school supervision must be asked to 
leave the pool. 

 
The warm up/cool down pool (diving pool) is only to be used by competitors for pre-race warm up and post-
race cool down purposes. The supervisor needs to strictly ensure that students or staff are not 
standing/sitting/walking/socialising in the warm up/cool down areas which would interfere with other warm up 
swimmers and with any main event scheduling or supervision at the carnival main pool.  
 
In the event that a school is not using the warm up/cool down pool in the correct manner then the following 
should take place; 

• Ask the supervising adult to actively manage any students they have in the pool and that the students 
are only using the pool for warm up/cool down purposes. 

• If students are unsupervised ask them to leave the pool immediately and return to their team area. 
• If a school(s) continues to utilize the warm up/cool down pool in the wrong manner then the official 

should contact the ACC carnival manager and ACC staff will then speak directly with the teacher in 
charge of the swimming team. 

 
Access to warm up/cool down lanes at HBF Stadium is limited and schools at indoor carnivals (A-D Division) 
must use the same lane that they have been allocated for the carnival for their initial warm up in the main pool. 
Schools are asked to adhere to the allocated time schedule for pre-carnival main pool access. In all instances 
the main pool will be closed 20 minutes prior to the first event. When using the main pool for warm up ensure 
that swimmers exit the pool at the side and do not climb over the timing pads at the end of the pool. 
 
For indoor carnivals, 2/3 of the diving pool (marked with 8 lanes) will also be available for warm-up from 
8.00am and open for the duration of the carnival. Once the carnival commences competitors are to use their 
same allocated lane in the dive pool. The warm up/cool down pool supervisor will be here to monitor this 
particular area.   
 
Warm up lane allocations are listed in the charter (5) and also in the carnival program booklet.  
 
As a minimum, the warm up/cool down pool supervisor must hold a current Bronze Medallion (Recognised by 
Royal Life Saving WA).  
 
ACC Officials information is available on the ACC web site at the following link 
http://www.accsport.asn.au/carnivals/swimming/officials-info 
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